BETTER BUSINESS…continued from page 92
Invest in Practice Management Systems
Patient safety initiatives at both the CMS and state levels are driving hospitals and medical clinics toward implementing electronic
medical records (EMR). The goal of fully integrated EMR systems
is to improve patient safety and healthcare efficiency by reducing
potential areas for human errors, eliminating redundant intake
processes and paperwork, and providing better documentation.
As with other healthcare trends, O&P will likely face the same
expectations in the future for EMR implementation so procuring O&P-appropriate practice management systems may yield
a good return on investment.
Practice management systems are different than billing
systems. Billing systems have their value, but investing in
practice management systems may be a better long-term solution. Currently, there are several O&P-tailored practice management software systems. Some O&P practice management
systems design their software to comply with Medicare local
coverage determinations (LCDs). This means that the LCD
documentation requirements contain note fields that have
prompts, or reminders, for the practitioner to input data or to
document the patient visit in a certain manner to comply with
the documentation needs.

Prefab KAFO System
PENTAGON® and RAPO™ Orthoses
UNIQUE ANKLE AND KNEE
ORTHOSES COMBINATION
Simplified fitting and versatile
Quick disconnect without tools
Five knee orthosis functions
Can use as KO, AFO or
full KAFO
• Adult, Pediatric and Infant sizes
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Anatomical Concepts does not use PVC-based plastics, nor Kydex®, nor Latex in any
product, which, when heated, can pose health risks to both medical professionals and patients.
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Invest in Key Administrative Staff
As many small-business owners will attest, there are only so many
dollars that can be spent on personnel. Therefore, it is not uncommon for a clinician to do some of the administrative tasks as well.
While it may not be a financially feasible option for all, investing
in highly qualified administrative personnel will allow clinicians
to work with patients and focus their efforts on patient care. Invest
in key administrative personnel and pay them on par with your
practice clinicians. Make them a partner in the business wherein
their focus on growing and maintaining the business will complement patient care.

Market Your Brand
Your brand is your image. It is how the world sees your practice. It
is how consumers choose your practice. For many small-business
owners, marketing is something to do when things start to trend
downward or dedicated marketing dollars may be few. But many
business strategists advise taking a proactive approach to marketing early and often. Hire a marketing consultant. They are often
brilliant diagnosticians who can assess your practice’s strengths
and weaknesses as well as determine an action plan. And like many
other proactive business approaches, an effective marketing plan
may be a viable preventive measure.

Give Back to the O&P Community
Invest in the causes that affect O&P. At both the federal and state
levels, there is great impetus for passing insurance fairness laws for
prosthetic care and coverage. While many clinicians are passionate
advocates for their patients, many just don’t have the time to fight
for the various causes. Fortunately, many state O&P associations
and the Amputee Coalition have groups leading these legislative
efforts. Thus, by helping financially, taking an active membership
role, or spreading the word, you are playing a role in effectuating
change that will improve the lives of people with limb loss.

Network. Network. Network.
Recognize that O&P is a small community and that we can all
learn from one another. Share your own successes and learn
from the successes of others. Engage subject matter experts for
advice. Be the subject matter expert. In a profession as small as
O&P, networking amongst ourselves will strengthen the business
that we do and the people we serve.
As many of us are in this profession of providing O&P care
for very personal reasons, we all recognize what an amazing
profession it is. Fortunately, O&P will never go away. Instead,
it will continue to change with the times and success can only
result from preparing for the changes. O&P EDGE
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